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'35-36 CADET OFFICERS ARE NAMED
Appointments Announced
By Military Department
Captains, Lieutenants Are An>
ncunced at Junior Camp
NON-COMS ALSO LISTED
As was previously announced, A.
M. Williams of Columbia has been
named regimental commander for
1935-36. G. D. Way is regimental
executive, R. F. Scott, M. C. Chapman, and C. O. Stevenson are battalion commanders, and T. K.
Johnstone, C. E. Farmer, and R.
E. Graham are battalion executives.
To be cadet captains:
Boesch, J. C. (D&BC)
Brown, P. J.
Chevee, C. L.
Commander, R. C. (Chaplain)
Cooke, F. E.
Cureton, R. W.
(Continued on page eight)

Clemson May Get Needed
Buildings In Early Fall
Officials Report Prospects Are
Bright for Construction
of Barracks and Ag

Clemson Book Is
Near Completion

Students Advised
To Register Now

Biography of Founder Is Written by Professors Sherrill
and Holmes

Old, New Students Are Advised
WANT GOVERNMENT LOAN
to Send in Matriculation
Cards As Soon As
According to; a ^statement from Mr^
Possible
J. C. Littlejohn, college business
manager,
the building
program
Applications Mr admission to which will culminate in the erecClemson should be sent to the tion of a new Agricultural Building
Registrar's Office.
High-school and new barracks, is proceeding
students interested in entering for rapidly although no definite action
the 193 5-1936 session should have has been taken as yet. Authority
their high-school records sent to has been obtained from the state
this office as soon as possible. The government to borrow federal fundsapplications for admission for the for the erection of the proposed
coming year are in excess of the buildings and at present the matter
number received at the same date is in the hands of federal adminislast summer, and a number of in- trators in Washington. Direct ac_
quiries have also been made re(Continued on page eight)'
garding admission for 1936-1937.

The biography of Thomas G.
Clemson, founder of the college,
which has occupied the attention
of Dr. George R. Sherrill and Prof.
A. G. Holmes, Apcal faculty members, for the past two years is
nearing completion.
Dr. Sherrill
is revising the last few chapters of
the volume and expects to send the
manuscript to the publishers in the
early fall.

CONTAINS LETTERS
The book will contain a number of letters and other documents
writte l by Clemson and collected by
the prolfcssors. In addition to uie
life
of
the
statesman-scientist,
there is much new information on
New Material to Bolster Old the life and works of John C.
Calhoun, Clemson's father-in-law.
Should Give ClemsoM
PUBLISHED AT N. C.
Prime Season
Although no contract has been
BY JOE SHERMAN
signed it is probable that the book
As Clemson looks to the 1935 will be published by the University
football season, followers of
the of North Carolina Press and will
game throughout this section start be released in early winter.
looking to Clemson. It all began
last fall when Jess Neely and his
band of Tiger warriors set about
the task of engaging nine of Dixie's
outstanding football machines—and
ended the season with five victories
and four defeats.
The
Bengals
shrank from none, and such teams
Opportunity
Stuas Georgia Tech, Duke, Kentucky, Teachers,
South Carolina, N. C. State, Alabadents, Adult Education
ma and Furman felt the sting of
Groups, Swarm Campus
the growing Tiger's claw.
It is true that Tech, Kentucky,
MORE COMING
Duke
and
Alabama
conquered
Neely's Bengals,
but only
after
Far from lapsing into its usual
quite a bit of rough and ready footSummer lull, the Clemson campus
(Continued on page seven)
has for the past two months been
literally teeming with activity. Before the regular
school
session
starts in September over
twelve
hundred students are expected to
Perhaps because we are
have been enrolled in the wide varconnected with the paper, we
iety of courses offered at the colhold fast to the opinion that
lege.
nothing1, not even the college
annual (yoo hoo Taps editor
SUMMER SESSION
Way) can give an old grad
Two hundred students from a
the same insight into college
number of schools have just comaffairs as a fresh weekly colpleted their work in the regular
lection of current campus news.
summer school session which endBy news we mean not only cut
ed last week. These men and woaMd dried reports of happenmen have been taking regular colings, but features which bring
lege courses.
back old college days, scandal
reports on the doings of thv
CONTINUATION SCHOOL
students which might, just
In addition one hundred and
might, remind the departed
ninety seven teachers have been enone of his own halcyon youth,
rolled
in a special
continuation
vivid sports stories written on
school sponsored by the School of
the scene of action and giving
Vocational Education. These stuthe inside on prospects and
dents have been taking special
athletic stars, and all the oth.
courses in teacher training work
er details of life at Clemson.
and specialized work in the indus(Continued on page three)
trial arts.

SHERMAN WRITES OF
1935 FOOTBALL STARS

HUNDREDS ATTRACTED
BY SUMMER SCHOOL

Attention Alumni!

President

T. K. Johnstone of Newber.
ry, S. C. is president of the
rising senior class and as part
of his duties will do much to
help the incoming fi-eshmen acclimate themselves. Johnstone
is a cadet major attached to
the first battalion and is an
officer in the Central Dance
Association.

SPEED NEEDED
New students who have been accepted for admission should return
their matriculation cards as early
as possible.
Old students should
also return their cards in order
that places may be reserved for
them.
Reservations, room and
Registrar Compiles Partial List
roommate assignments depend upon
of Jobs Held by Members
the early receipt of the matricuof Last Class
lation card.
Prospective students desiring application blanks, copies of the colMANY EMPLOYED
lege catalog, or general informaC. E. Cummings has a position tion should write to G. E. Metz,
with the United States Department Registrar, Clemson College, Clemson, South Carolina.
of Agriculture in Washington.
K. W. Ackis is employed as a
MANY FRESHMEN
chemist with the American Norit
At
the
present date, some four
Company of Holland and Jacksonhundred
and
fifty new students
ville.
have
sent
in
applications
for admisS. R. Spann has an engineering
position with the Broad River Pow- sion and reservations for the opening scholastic year, and the list is
er Company, Columbia.
E. A. Stevens is to teach and increasing each day. Officials are
coach at the Pickens High School. predicting a large freshman class
for the coming year.
(Continued on page two)

GET JOBS: VARIOUS
POSITIONS ARE HELD

Statue Of Thomas Clemson
Ready For Bronze Casting
By H. S. Ashmore
Associate Editor The Tiger
Industriously chipping and
hewing away since March, the
little Russian sculptor,
Abe
Davidson, has succeeded in
bringing from a mass of clay
and plaster the completed figure of Thomas G.
Clemson,
statesman,
artist,
violinist,
gentleman farmer, son-in-law
of John C. Calhoun, and, incidentally, founder of Clemson
College. .
The statue has
emerged and except for a
bit of smoothing is ready for
the foundry where it wiU be
cast in bronze.
The figure,
which is seated, is one and ona
half times life size, and owing
to the fact that Dr. Clemson

in life stood some six feet six
inches it is, in the words of
Sculxjtor Davidson, "a big sonof-a-gun."
The artist is at present
engaged in finishing the chair
in which Clemson is seated,
after which he will begin work
on the base for the statue.
Set into the concrete base will
be a number of bronze plates,
designed by students in the
architectural school and executed by Davidson, which will
graphically depict some of the
phases of the work carried on
by the college. This work will
take time and the actual casting of the completed statue
will not take place before next
(Continued on page eight)

Building

OFFICERS NAMED FOR
S.C.PRESSGONCLAVE
Kinard, Davis, Page, and Others to Take Charge in
Early Fall
Officers for the 1935 South Carolina College Press Association
which will hold its annual convention at Clemson this year have been
named.
As is customary all of
the officers are drawn from the
staff of the publication playing host
to the association's meet. Joe Kinard, editor of THE TIGER, is
President, J. I. Davis, member of
the circulation staff, is vice-president, D. D. Page, associate editor,
is recording secretary, H. S. Ashmore, assoc. editor, is corresponding
secretary, W. A. Rhinehardt, business manager, is treasurer.
CONVENTION THIS FALL
The convention will be held here-,
sometime in the early fall and wilR
bring representatives of every college in the state to the campus fora two-day visit. Efforts are being:
made now to bring men prominent:
in journalistic and literary fieldshere to address the convention.
An elaborate program of entertainment is contemplated, including a
special dance, banquet, reception,
etc.
FIRST TIME HERE
This is the first time in the
history of the association that
Clemson has played host to the
convention. The arrangement was
brought about at last year's meet
through the efforts of George Chaplin whose TIGER won first place
(Continued on page two)
NOTICE
Members of the 1934 TIGER
staff are requested to send
their addresses to Business
Manager, The Tiger, Box 147,
Clemson, S. C.
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NYA Will Help Needy During Coming Year
PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT TO BE GRANTED
TO NEEDY STDDENTS BY FEDERAL PROGRAM
ONLY NEEDY ACCEPTED
System Inaugurated by FERA
Students
must be selected from
To Be Taken Over by New
among those who, without Federal
Organization
help, would be unable to attend or
to continue in college. The quota
MANY TO BENEFIT
for each college is fixed at 12 per
cent of the enrollment of the instiFinancial help for approximate- tution as of October 15, 1934. Each
ly 125,000 college and university college will be allotted funds on
students during the college year the basis of $15 a month for each
1935-36 will be provided by the of 12 per cent of its enrollment of
National Youth Administration ac- full-time, resident students.
cording to an announcement reThe selection of students will be
ceived from Washington, D. C.
based on (1) need; (2) character
A letter has teen sent to each and ability to do college work; (3)
State Youth Administration Direc- status of attendance.
Only stutor authorizing him to make work dents carrying at least three-fourths
relief funds available for a part- of a normal student program of
time employment of college stu- courses will be eligible to particidents from the beginning of the pate.
institution's fall term after SepUSUAL RATES
tember 1, 1935, to the end of the
The hourly rate of pay is to be
spring term, in no case later than the same as that paid by the inJune 30, 1936.
stituton for similar work.
StuALL COLLEGES PARTICIPATE
dents shall not work more than 8
All institutions of a collegiate or hours in any one day or more than
university character, provided they 30 hours in any one week.
are organized and operated as nonIn addition to funds for underprofit institutions, are eligible to graduate work, additional funds
participate in the program. Each may be allotted to students doing
college president will be held re- graduate work, under certain rules
sponsible for the program in his and regulations to be announced
institution.
Students will be em- later.
ployed in socially-desirable work
MANY AIDED
on and off the campus. Students
The college student aid program
will apply to the authorities of the was inaugurated by FERA in Febvarious institutions, who will sub- ruary, 1934, and 50,906 students
mit requests for allotment of funds received aid during that semester.
to the State Director of the Na- There were 1,207 institutions partional Youth Administration.
ticipating in the program.

OFFICIALS NAMED FOR
S. C. PRESS CONVENTION
(Continued from page one)
ir. the competition for general excellence.
Judging in all of the
contests, which include prizes for
feature stories, articles printed in
the literary magazines, poetry, etc.
is carried on by the most celebrated
writers in the nation.
No selection of judges for the 1935 con.
vention has been made.
The members of the association
include every student publication
issued by a state college, with the
exception of the Carolina Game,
cock which withdrew last year.

In the college year 1934.35 there
were 104,673 students in 1,935 institutions who were beneficiaries of
the program.
A number of inquiries have already been received at Clemson for
information regarding these jobs.
An application blank is being prepared to mail this week to all who
have requested information.
The
blanks are to be filled out and returned to the Business Manager,
Clemson, South Carolina, before
August 15.
A Faculty Committee will carefully consider all applications received and awards will be made
according to the regulations of the
National Youth Administration.
It is very necessary that all applications be returned prior to August 15, 1935.

When At Clemson Visit
X. (2. QTlazlin
*3)zMa Qompcmu, cine.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner
In business continuously since 1908

The Official College Book and Supply Store

A COMPLETE LINE OF COLLEGE SUPPLIES
BOOKS—LAUNDRY BAGS—MATTRESS COVERS
AND ALL REQUIREMENTS
£very Article Guaranteed to Meet tbe College Requirements

A MODERN SODA FOUNTAIN WITH MODERN EQUIPMENT
SODA -o- SANDWICHES -o- CAKES -o- CANDIES

MAKE OUR STORE YOUR HEADQUARTERS

MANY RECENT GRADUATES HAVE SECURED
POSITIONS IN ALL PARTS OF THE NATION
(Continued from page one)
George Chaplin is a reporter with
the Greenville Piedmont.
S. O. Beard is employed by the
Reidsville Rayon Mills, Reidsville,
N. C.
J. L. Cochran is to teach agriculture at Clinton.
J. D. Brown, Jr., is farming at
Johnsonville.
W. D. Anderson is connected with
Swift and Company in Atlanta.
J. C. Burton is working at Pickens during the summer; he has an
appointment as Graduate Assistant
in the Department of Soils at the
University of Wisconsin for
the
coming session.
W. G. Smith is farming at Mullins.
W. L. Abernathy, Jr., is at present working with the Department
of Agricultural Economics at Clemson.
S. A. Cooler has been awarded
a Research Fellowship at the Virginia Polytechnic
Institute
in
Blacksburg.
J. H. Cochran is working with
the South Carolina Experiment 'Station at Clemson; in September he
will enter the Iowa State College
for graduate work in Entomology
on a fellowship appointment.
W. L. Britt is planning to enter
the lumber business in August.
W. M. Platt has secured a commission in the United States Marine Corps.
G. E. LaFaye, Jr., is working in
an architects office in Columbia.
T. E. Campbell is working with
the State Highway Department and
is located in Columbia.
F. K. Rhodes is a Student Engineer with the General Electric Company in Schenectady, N. Y.
A. W. Allison, Jr., is connected
with the Champian Fibre Company
of Canton, N. C.
John Goodman has secured admission to Emory University where
he will study Library Science
C. P. Gordon, Jr., is employed in
the Bleaching Department of the
Ware 'Shoals Manufacturing Co.
W. M. Schumpert has secured a
position to teach in the city schools
of Greensboro, N. C.
C. A. McMahan is working for
the Mount Washington Log Railway
at Mount Washington, N. H., during the summer; he will teach and
coach at the Fair Forest High
School this fall.
W. A. McPhail is farming at Iva.
P. M. Anderson is in St. Matthew
making some statistical studies for
the FERA.
L. A. Gauss will teach agriculture
at St. Stephens.
T. E. McGee is farming in Anderson County.
K. W. McGee is working with
Rephan's Dairy in Charleston.
J. R. Mattison is at
Clemson
working as Assistant in Bacteriol
ogy with Professor W. B. Aull.
J. M. Cope is in Orangeburg engaged in farming.
O. G. Rawls has secured work
with the Tennessee Valley Authority and is located in Knoxville,
Tennessee.
R. M. Hunt is a student at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology located in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
H. A. Plowden has a position
with the Standard Oil Company in
Manning.
E. W. Clamp plans to enter law
school in September.
H. L. Bryan has secured employment with the Sonoco Products
Company in Hartsville.
H. E. New, B. H. Nickles, and J.
P Woodside have all secured work
with the Burlington Mills in Bur

lington, N. C.
T. D. Christopher is engaged in.
farming at Landrum.
W. P. Mauldin has secured a
scholarship in the Department of
Sociology at the University of Virginia.
M. T. McClanahan is employed
as a draftsman in Spartanburg.
C. C. Chavous, Jr., is working at
the Gossett Mill in Anderson.
H. P. Bridges is with the Cliffside Mill in Cliff side, N. C.
W. L. Betsill has been elected
to teach agriculture in the Pacolet
schools.
H. E. Gifford is employed by the
Federal Land Bank and is located
in Estill.
H. D. Nottingham is working in
the State Testing Laboratory in
Columbia.
W. M.
Thackston
is now
engaged in Dairy farming
near
Greenville; he plans to enter Cornell Universiljy; in Septemlb^r itoi
pursue graduate work.
B. S.Hawkins is engaged in Research work at Clemson College.
R. H. Richardson is farming in
Anderson county.
J. T. Rivers has secured employment with the Foremost Dairies
Inc., located in Atlanta, Ga.
J. H. M. Madden and S. W. Page,
Jr. plan to enter the Medical School
of Johns Hopkins University.
J. R. Hartlege
is at Clemson
where he is engaged in architectural drafting.
H. C. Haigler has secured employment with the Rural Electrical
Engineering project.
J. H. Woodward will enter the
Law School at the University of
South Carolina.
E. D. Gandy and J. E. Land have
been appointed Graduate Assistants
in the School of Chemistry
and
Geology at Clemson College.
G. L. Smith has been elected
Principal of the Walker-McElmoyle
School in Anderson County.
B. E. Weeks will teach Industrial
Education in the Langley-Bath public schools.
S. L. Merritt has secured employment with the General Dyestuff
Corporation of Charlotte, N. C.
R. M. Yonce is working in Greer
and is employed by the VictorMonaghan Mill.
J. F. Gilreath
is engaged in
farming at Travelers Rest.
L. M. Bauknight and J. L. DeLoach are employed by the Department of Agricultural Economics at
Clemson College.
A. C. Cureton, Jr. is manager of
an ice cream plant located at Dillon.
W. W. Dillard is employed by
the Sandhill Experiment Station located in Columbia.
W. B. McConnell has secured a
position as Manager of
a Dairy
Farm in Ware Shoals and will begin his work August 1.
J. W. McGee is farming at Starr.
J. L. Lipsccmb is working as a
Chemist in Fredericksbug, Virginia
M. S. Young has secured work as
a Draftsman and is located in Fort
Mill.
J. L. Marshall, Jr. and R. E.
King are working on the Community Conservation Project undertaken
at Clemson.
V. M. Crain, Jr., is engaged in
work with the Park Commission of
Memphis, Tennessee.
H. M. Byrd is employed by an
Ice and Fuel Company and is lo_
cated in Hartsville.
F. C. Wade will teach in the
Indian Hook School which is located
in York County.
J. E. Blackwell has secured work
with the C. N. and L. Railroad
(Continued on page seven)
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Dr. E. W. Sikes Offers Advice To Prospective Clemson Frosh
COLLEGE PRESIDENT ADDRESSES HIGH SCHOOL
SENIORS; DIFFICULTIES OF COLLEGE ARE CITED
Educator Discusses Important
Officials Expect
Aspects of Life at Clemson;
Urges Clear Thinking
Huge Enrollment
QUESTIONS ANSWERED
By Dr. E. W. Sikes
1. Am I financially able?
.It costs money to go to college.
Board, room, and laundry cost.
Find out the total cost for the
year, estimate your finances, and
make your decision.
2. Am I prepared?
There are those in high school
who slip through by "the skin o£
their teeth".
Such are not pre.
pared to master or even profit by
the subjects taught in a college.
The successful mastery of the high
school is good evidence that you
are prepared to continue your work
in college.
8. Do I want to continue my
studies?
Miany a young man has grown
so tired of school that he despises
the thought of it and books have
become repulsive to him. His interests lie in other directions. He
•would rather work at some task
than to study books. He may be
neither physically nor mentally
lazy; he simply does not desire to
.-study books any more. Such a boy
has no place in a college. On the
other hand if the high school has
-created within him a longing desire to go further, if his appetite
teas become whetted, then he should
3>e going to college.
4. Can I faithfully perform regular daily routine?
Formal education-schools must
Siave regular tasks performed daily.
"There are bright young men who
simply can not do this. They will
hecome educated but they will not
■do it in a formal way. There are
good men who can not stick to the
task long enough to accomplish any
thing. The sports news from colleges misrepresents and does not
give the serious side of college life.
Jttany a prospective student deludes
iiimself into thinking that it is
*11 play.
Too late he finds out
«uch pictures are a delusion and a
.snare. There is a place in college
for a boy who has sufficient selfmastery to buckle down to daily
tasks whether he likes to or not,
•to turn away from the primrose
path of dalliance and walk the
«tony road of daily application.
5. Am I willing to mako the
effort?
The rich boy and the poor boy
Soth have handicaps. The one has
to scrimp and save to find the
means, his family has to join with
:him and deprive themselves; the
■other has to give up social pleasares, break away from a loafing
•crowd,' and resist the temptation
to have a good time such as his
wealth can furnish him. Both these
young men must have strength of
■character to overcome these handicaps.
There is danger that both
may fail to take the "long view";
both may fail to consider the question of what they will be. ten, fifteen, and twenty years from now.
Every man educates himself. Attendance at a college only means
♦exposure to an education; self-ap.plication is the only means. "There
:1a no royal road to learning". The
:rich and the poor must clamber
•over the same rocky road. The
'boy willing to make the effort is
«ood college material.
6 Does
Clemson Agricultural
and Engineering College furnish the courses I want?

ANNUAL SCHOLARSHIP AWAROS PRESENTED
AT COLLEGE COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
Bridges, Woodward, Tobey,
Textile Grads
Thackston, Gordon, Inderfurth, Cochran, and
Are]In Demand
Chapman Are

Statistics Quoted From First
Class to Present; Steady
Growth is Noted
According to statistics recently
compiled by the business manager's
office in connection with the proposed building program which will
bring to Clemson a new dormitory,
the college has shown an amazing
growth since the original class enrolled in 1893. Reports from the
registrar's office show
a decided
upturn in freshman enrollment this
year.
The following figures are taken
from representative years and are
indicative of the general trena toward enlargement of the
student
body.
1893—444 students
1905-'06—652 students
1915-'16—802 students
1925-'26—1,032 students
1934-'35—1,234 students
1935-'36—1,300.1,400
(estimated)
Although the depression years
are not included in the above statistics, Clemson managed to hold
her own through the worst years
of the slump.
A boy who has completed a high
school course is old enough and has
been in school long enough to form
some opinion as to his talents and
inclination. He is at the age when
his judgment should in a broad way
guide him in his selection of a vocation. He should decide what he
wants to do and not fall into the
snare of preparaton for nothing in
particular. He may change later;
as the horizon widens he may
specialize more. At least for a few
years he will have had the ad.
vantage of concentration in his
studies. Clemson offers courses in
Agriculture, Chemistry, Architecture, Engineering, General Science,
Textiles, and Vocational Education.
If a vocation in one of these fields
appeals to you, then you should
seriously consider studying at Clemson College.
7. Would a one
year course
help me?
Not every boy can see his way
clear for a four year course. Finances, talent, interest, and other
things may interfere.
Not onehalf of the students who enter college remain to graduate.
Some
ought to stay only one or two
years. They receive a benefit which
is helpful to them through life ana
enables them to make a more
worth-while contribution to their
country. Many of the outstanding
men of every college never graduated but they carried from the college
methods and attitudes of mind
which helped them. On the other
hand many who come for one year
have their eyes opened to bigger
things and find a way by which
they can remain until graduation.
Fourteen thousand and three hundred students have matriculated at
Clemson; only four thousand and
■ ninety-seven have graduated. Many
of those who have graduated intended at the time of entrance to
stay only for a year or more; the
larger crowd who never graduated
have benefitted
themselves
and
South Carolina.
This group has
been a large stream pouring into
the life of every county in the
state and enriching thereby.
So
the college welcomes the boy who
can see only one year before him.

Clemson Men Hold Positions in
Foremost Textile Plants in
The South

DR. E. W. SIKES
President of Clemson College

SHERMAN TO DIRECT
PUBLICITY FOR 1935
Press Bureau Enlarged to In
elude General News as Well
As Sports

In June, 1935, 27 men were
graduated from the Clemson Textile School and six men completed
special work in textiles.
Thirtyone of these 33 men who completed the work in June are now employed. These Clemson textile men
are now working in leading textile
mills in the two Carolinas and
Georgia.
Dean Willis states, "The demand
for Clemson textile engineers is unusual as evidenced by the fact that
two large companies in North Carolina and Georgia asked for more
textile engineering graduates than
were in our class. Every graduate
and special student in textile engineering, and in weaving and designing was placed shortly after graduation."
Enrollment in the Clemson Textile School has been steadily increasing for the past 11 years. In
1924 there were 70 textile students
at Clemeon, while last year the enrollment reached 270. Dean Willis
also announced that since 1927
every Clemson graduate in textile
engineering who desired a job in
the industry has been placed and
that "all of the men who have been
working for two or more years
have advanced satisfactorily."

Honored
MANY SPECTATORS
The scholarship awards
made
during the commencement exercises
this year were announced too late
to be published in the commencement issue of the Tiger. The following medals and awards were
presented at that time.
TRUSTEE jMEDAL
The Trustee's Medal
presented
annually to the best speaker in.
the Literary Society meet went this
year to K. H. Inderfurth, a freshman.
!
The medal offered by the National Association of Cotton Manufacturers for highest excellence in
Textile Engineering was presented
to Howard Paul Bridges of Cliffside, N. C.
Jacob Henry Woodward of Clemson, S. C. received the Arnold Boyd
English Honor Key for the best
work in four years in the English
Department.
The Norris Medal for the student
having the best all-round record
during his four years in college
was given this year to Paul Layman Tobey
of Hampton,
N. J.
Wheeler M. Thackston and C. P.
Gordon, Jr., tied for second place.
Award of the Textile Colorist
prize for outstanding work in Textile Chemistry and Dyeing
was
made to Charles Pierce Gordon, Jr.,
of Ware Shoals, S. C.
J. L. Cochran, of Donalds, S. C.
was the recipient of the pen annually awarded to the 'president of
the Senior class.
Earlier in the week the R. W.
Simpson Drill Award was presented
to M. C. Chapman of Anderson, S.
C.

Joe Sherman, '34, has been named full' time director of the Clemson College Publicity Bureau for
193 5-3 6 and has officially begun
his duties. The Bureau this year
will incorporate both the office
formerly held by George Chaplin
as college press-agent and the office of press-agent for the Athletic
Association which Sherman
held
last year.
NO PAST BUREAU
Sherman, whose office is located
on the first floor of the administration building, will devote his full
energies to the bureau and is ex- FAKE DOCTORS SHOULD
pected to turn out a mass of pubBE HUNG, SAYS PROF
licity. The college has been without a regular publicity bureau for
Hanging is too good for the purthe past three years.
veyors of quack medicines, Prof.
Stephen Leacock, humorist and ecALREADY STARTED
onomist of McGill University, said
Sherman has already taken over
here in an address at the opening
his duties and has succeeded
in
of an exhibit for the education of
placing a number of articles conthe public on cancer.
cerning the summer activities of
"There is no jail low enough for
the college and the 1935 football
such men," he said. "Nor gallows
prospects in the leading dailies of
The startling fact that General
high enough.
If I had my way,
the south. Sherman was connected
Robert
E. Lee, leader of the Conevery quack who traffics in the
with the TIGER while a student in
sorrow and the illness of his fel- federate armies and now one. of
the capacity of sports editor and
low men through selling so-called the best loved of men in American
since graduation has worked foi
cures for this dreaded disease history, is still on the records of
the athletic association. His press
the federal government as a parolwould be strung up."
campaign carried on during the
Prof. Leacock added that he ed prisoner has led the Veterans
past sports season met with considthought the medical profession did of Foreign Wars to start a moveerable success.. In addition he has
not need to be "socialized or soviet- ment to have the next Congress
been connected with the Associated
ized, but simply to be told to con. grant full amnesty to the late
Press as correspondent since his
tinue to work as it is at present." general.
graduation and has contributed a
number of articles to the campus
(Continued from page one)
weekly.

SPECIALIST TO ASSIST
LOCAL TEXTILE DEAN
The Textile Foundation has given
Mies Vernette B. Moore, specialist
in education, a two-month assignment at Clemson to work with H.
H. Willis, Dean of Clemson Textile
School, in the reorganization of certain textile courses.
Miss Moore
is a graduate of Northwestern University; has done considerable graduate work at the University of
Iowa under Dr. T. B. Knight; was
supervisor of teacher training in
Florence, Alabama; Flagstaff, Ariz.;
State Teachers College, Kearney,
Nebraska; and was for several
years county
superintendent
of
schools,Cresco, Iowa. During these
two months she will work with
Dean Willis, and with Messrs. Eaton, Lee, Gage, Shinn and MicKenna
In the outlining and organization
of textile courses.

A change in the make-up and the policy of THE TIGER
has made possible, through the medium of many photographs
and the additional carrying of alumni news and articles of
general interest to persons outside of the cadet corps, the offering to the graduate of a clear moving reflection of Clemson
activities.
KEEP ABREAST OF THE TIMES. Surely you possess
enough interest in your ALMA MATER to desire to keep track
of her progress. And there is no better TIME to start. CLEMSON is now going through a period of EXPANSION and
CHANGE which will leave her in a few years unrecognizable
as the school of your youth.
PIN A DOLLAR to the coupon below and mail it to the
Circulation Manager TODAY. PROMPT ACTION will ASSURE your being sent the FIRST COPY of THE TIGER published in September, and THIRTY consecutive COPIES after
it. THE PRICE IS LOW, THE VALUE GREAT. YOU WON'T
REGRET IT.
Name
Street
City
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Alumni News
James K. Evans, Class of '25,
tor several years construction engineer for the United States Treasury Department, has been in charge
LULL,
of the erection of the recently
Arriving on the
campus
the
'HE ROARS FOR CI^MSON*
completed postoffice in Philadelother day we noted with feeling of
A feature of the dedication
Founded by the class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college session, by the phia.
extreme happiness that the place
of this immense building was the
Corps at Cadets of Clemson College.
was teeming with women.
With
landing of and taking off of air
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College, South Carolina.
all the teachers in the state here
mail from the spacious roof of the
to take on a bit of additional
Member South Carolina College Press Association.
Member Intercollegiate Press.
new building by two auto-giro airknowledge, at a first and cursory
planes. Pictures of the event, the
glance, we came to the conclusion
new postoffice, and, incidetnally of
that the column would not lack
EXECUTIVE
James Evans, were displayed in the
material. A little closer examina... Editor-in-Chief
JOE D. KINARD
Philadelphia newspapers and in
tion
disclosed the fact that ladies
Associate
Editor
DANTZLER PAGE
newsreels.
Associate Editor
were all bordering on the fifties and
H. S. ASHMORE
Business Manager
W. A. RHINEHARDT
were complacently married or long
OUTSTANDING ARCHITECT
P. Q. LANGSTON
:
Circulation Manager
since resigned
to
spinsterhood.
Chosen among the outstanding
REPORTORIAL
Scandal is at ebb-tide.
ten of the nation's best architects,
W. K. Lewis, Sports Editor
WELSHING
B. T. Lanhaui, Managing Editor
Leon S. Barton, Jr., Clemson archiFaced with the manufacture of
H. T. Malone, News Editor
tectural graduate of 192S, received
J. C. Boesch, Exchange Editor
suitable anecdotes for space-filling
first honorable mention in the rewe turned to the vanguard of ths.
Assistant Sports Editor, W. K. Cheves; Assistant News Editor, R. L. Simons
cent Grand Prix de Rome, the
Staff Reporters: J. C. Wilkinson, E. D. Wells, B. N. Skardon, J. W. Rion,
yard-engines for aid.
Aid they
M. E. Brunk' B\ S. Jordan, and S. E. Campbell
greatest architectural contest in the
promised in plenty.
Indeed they
United States. Mr. Barton, a naCARTOONIST
even went so far as to enter into
V. M. Shell
tive of Orangeburg, was chosen in
an agreement whereby they would
a national competition to try for
BUSINESS
jointly (at this time the illustrious
the final prize, a complete architec\V. 0. Burkett, Assistant Business Manager; T. J. Wilkes, Freshman Assistant
company has decreased to a sad
tural education at the American
CIRCULATION
and bedraggled trio)
write
the
J. I. Davis, W. B. Hiott, Associate Circulation Managers
Academy in Rome.
column
for
us.
One
of
the
ladies
B. D. Cain, J. C. Clyburn, Assistant Circulation Managers
T. H. Cox, K. W. Manning, M. M. Motes, F. C. Wardlaw,
made a remark at the time, which
G. C. Paulson, and H. L. Lawhon, Assistants
TAGGART TO AUSTRALIA
we construed as an exceedingly
William G. Taggart, Clemson
high compliment, to the effect that
graduate and assistant director of
this column was no more nor less
the Louisiana Sugar. Experimental
than a cross section of our mind
Station is soon to sail from Los
and added that she was sure she
Angeles for Australia, where he
could write the column with a minwill study the sugar industry in imum of effort. Another lady sugWELCOME
that country. Mr. Taggart, form- gested, rather rudely we thought,
ilHE TIGER EXTENDS ITS GREETINGS'to the hun- erly of Abbeville, is widely known that, the above hypothesis being
dreds of new students to whom this issue will be for his Louisana sugar experiment true, the editor run a blank space
work and was sent on a like comsent. In this special edition we have made an effort mission to Porto Rico some years under the column heading. After
swearing by all that was
holy
to present information which will prove valuable ago.
(there was a bit of trouble deterto a freshman at Clemson. It is not, in all respects, a typical
mining exactly what is holy to a
BURNETT TO EVERETT
TIGER, but we trust that the reader will form some idea of the
yard engine) that they would proFollowing several years of teach- duce the requested column on the
service we attempt to render to the corps and to the alumni.
ing
in the Parker High school of specified date, they all proceeded
We are happy to extend this welcome to another large
Greenville and in the Orangeburg to leave the campus for some weeks,
freshman class, the largest perhaps in the history of the insti- high school, W. E. Burnett, a Clem
tution. We like to think that this publication in some small son graduate, was recently elected tearing off to isolated spots on the
globe and leaving us holding tne
measure helped to bring these men to the college. Having to teach manual training and sev- bag. Casting about us for solution,
participated actively in the campaign to enlarge the student enth grade boys at Everett School we found an ex-editor of the AVinbody and to secure new buildings to care for the increasing for the coming session.
throp Journal, an ex-editor of a
rather late vintage at that, who
number of students, we have rather a personal interest in the
WASH. U. COED DEFIES
promised that she would lend her
Class of 1939.
MOTHER; WILL TRAVEL eloquence. She too has vanished
Although her mother is turning and the result is no guest columnheaven
and earth upside down to ist for the summer. We are rather
DON'T OVERLOOK THIS OPPORTUNITY
stop her, 21-year-old Frances Farm- ssd about the editor doing this
OST PROSPECTIVE COLLEGE STUDENTS have giv- er, co-ed at the University of Wash- to us. We thought having a re11
en thought to the advantages and opportunities that ington, asserts she is going to Rus- presentative of our sister institutio
put in an appearance here might
are offered by institutions of higher learning, but sia.
She is a drama student at the be the equivalent of sending out a
many of them have probably overlooked one of the university and believes the short dove. A sort of hands-across-thegreatest opportunities that will be afforded by their college; trip to Russia will give her an legislature move.
namely, the privilege of cultivating and profiting by personal opportunity to study Russian dra- QUANDRY
The further we go with this,
contacts and associations with members of the faculty and the matic work.
the
more
appalling the prospect beHer
mother
appealed
to
the
proadministrative officers of the college.
specutor's office to stop the girl comes. True, the lads have been
In their journey through the grades of the public schools, from making the trip, but Frances dropping in the office on their way
most high school graduates have formed their pet conceptions won there on the grounds that she home from Alabama for the past
of, the teacher as a class. They see the teacher as one apart in was 21 and could do anything she few days trying to find out if we
have received the list of appointpleased not against the law.

EDITORIAL

a class to himself, not man, not woman—just a teacher. Groping for a conception of the college professor whom they expect
The new student must not get the idea that any underto torment them when they reach college, they apparently have graduate student or faculty member can tolerate the idea of
the idea that in the college professor they will find not a mor- a student's courting the favor of his professor—"honeyfunktal, but some easy-chair hobgoblin who knows a great deal ing", in college lingo. That just is not the thing—least of all
about something and who will take great delight in "flunking" at Clemson. No more need be said of that here; what we are
students on the slightest provocation. Naturally then in the j discussing is wholesome personal association aside from the
minds of prospective college students personal association with business of classes and grades.
such a creature is out of the question, fraternizing with him
The benefits a student may reap from such a relation with
impossible. After the student is oriented in college, his old the faculty are manifold. First of all, of course, is the individpet idea is due for a shattering into bits. While he will not find ual assistance with or advice about the individual's own work.
all professors ideaf, if he gives himself a chance, he will come Often a friendly prof can point the way to the solution of a
to learn that he and his professor are partners in the enter- purely personal problem. The student, in a formative age and
prise of making a man and that his professor is aware of that striving to orient his thinking, his evaluation and interpretation
aim.
of things, may also get the advantage of the tempering inOne of the principal aims of all reform in institutions of fluence of age and wisdom over youth. Cultural development
higher learning in recent years has been toward giving the is another fruit of such contact. He might get some friendly
student greater opportunity for realizing the benefits of closer encouragement or "bawling out", as they are needed. Proassociations with the faculty. The larger universities have bably one of the greatest things to be accomplished is the apmade elaborate changes to make such possible. Witness, for preciation of a partnership and the consequent valuable coopexample, Harvard's House Plan, the purpose of which is to eration.
Such are some of the possibilities. May every one of the
give the student the opportunity which is available in a smaller
hundreds
of incoming new members of the Clemson College
college, Clemson, for instance, where any student may have
family
come
here with the determination to avail himself of
the contact with his teachers if he will but take advantage of
this opportunity.
his opportunity.

ments for next year yet. The,
must know something, there must
have been some amusing happenings in their peculiar Hell, but they.
only twist their sun-burned facesinto a disillusioned grimace
an<I
stagger out of the office. Hell must
have been pretty dull this summer.
The fact that young Abercrombie
Grey, the lad who was coerced into
his first kiss at Lander last year,
is cutting a wide swath among the. •
church-going population is hardly
the basis for lengthy discourse. Bill
Clay Breazeale is on hand and is,
we have no doubt, cutting many
an amusing caper but even he has
at last learned discretion and he
no longer trusts and confides in us.
Buck Moss has come down front
Rutgers for the summer and is.
engaged in more or less honest
labor here, but even he, historic
character though he is, seems to=
be living right. Or almost right.
Freddy Sadler, Mac Folger, and the
few members of the faculty who
are on hand all seem to be gently,
and as far as we are concerned,
quietly rusticating.
The only amusing story we have heard involves too many big shots to be printed by one who has long ago given
up crusading journalism and the
cause of righteousness for a pair of
sergeant's chevrons.
MEDITATION
Enscornced the other moonlit
evening upon a set of steps on the
campus with a fair lady at ourt
side and watching the meandering:
couples move about the campus,
we mused a bit, believe it or not,
on the comparatively monastic life
led by the lads here during the
school year. Perhaps, we thought,
we are missing something. Surely
the moonlit scene was a fetching:
one, and fetching only because of
the 'presence of the female element.
Thinking seriously of instituting an
editorial drive for a merger with*
WJinthrop, Converse, or, if worse
came to worse, Anderson College,
we were jerked from our reverie
when our
companon remarked,
"Why isn't there a society page in
the Tiger?", immediately starting:
a train of thought which absolutely
shattered our young dream. A society page, indeed. 'W'e thought of
Slim, the printer setting up a cut
of a lovely brid-elect, or handling:
the details of a charming bridgeluncheon. From there we went to
thoughts of working shoulder
to
shoulder with a co-ed over the carcass of a foetal pig in a zoology
lab and finally to shaving every
morning before meeting class. We
stick to rugged masculinity.

LOST CITY DISCOVERED
IN S. C. INDIAN MOUND>
Dr. John E. Swanton of the Bureau of American Ethnology, believes that he has found near Mnrphy, S. C. the site of the long-lost
town of Guasili, visited nearly 400
years ago by Hernando de Soto.
It is an old Indian mound at
Murphy whch has been under excavation for some time now by the
Smithsonian Institution.
The village was described in 1540
as a town of 300 wooden houses—
probably an exaggeration—the capital of a province of the same name,
where the hungry Spaniards were
given a hearty welcome.
Its occupants may have been
Cherokee Indians.

•Socialism is a creed which 'believes there is a positive virtue in
spending public money.—Sir John
Simon.
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Varied Courses Offered By Schools Of Clemson
Increasing Demand for Chemists Causes Addition of
New Courses to Curriculum

New Architectural Courses to
Be Added to Curriculum
Soon; Much Equipment

-H

*<

PROF. S. B. EARLE
Dean of the School of Engineering
sion is not neglected. In numerous large laboratories and on field
' trips and outside work the students is trained to intelligently apply the tool of theory which he has
acquired in the class-room.
The
actual
engineering
experience
possessed by faculty-members is a
great aid in this work.
The equipment of the school
ranks
with the best in
the
south.
This equipment has been
carefully chosen to cover
every
phase of the course offered.
The
impressive array of apparatus is
designed to offer a broad knowcontinued on page six)

Large Faculty of Trained Men
Make Possible High Standards of School

LARGE ENROLLMENT

EARLE IS DEAN
The Clemson School of'Engineering has graduated some of the college's most distinguished alumni.
Clemson engineers may be found
the length and breadth of the nation and the lasting ' monument^
tliey have left to their technical
skill affect the lives of millions of
people.
COURSES OF STUDY
The course of study offered by
the School of Engineering include
Civil, Electrical, Mechanical, and
Chemical Engineering, and Architecture. In addition to the course
in Architecture, a curriculum
in
Architectural Engineering is being
planned.
Under the leadership of Prof. S.
B. Earle, dean, the school has built
up a large and competent faculty,
and possesses an adequate, wellequipped building. Every professor
and instructor has proved himself
in the field of practical engineering
as well as in advanced theoretical
study before accepting a faculty
position.
FUNDAMENTAL, COURSES
In obtaining one of the degrees
offered by the School of Engineering, a student is prepared for his
chosen field by courses planned to
give him a firm grasp on the fundamentals of many related subjects,
those time-tested fundamentals upon which all engineering advances
depend.
The study of so complicated a subject as engineering is
naturally dependent upon a large
number of courses in pure theory,
but it has been the aim of Dean
Earle and his colleagues to present
the abstract in a manner best fitted
to form a sound basis for subsequent practical application.
The practical side of the profes-

AGRICULTURAL SCHOOL
OFFERS OPPORTUNITIES
FOR VALUABLE TRAINING

CHEMICAL SCHOOL I
HEADEDBY CALHOUN

ATTRACTIVE COURSES
OFFERED STUDENTS IN
ENGINEERING SCHOOL

PROF. H. H. WILLIS
Desni of the School of Textiles

TEXTILE SI
DEMANDFOR GRADS
Alumni Hold Responsible Posi
tions in Industry; Employment Service Is Efficient
WILLIS IS HEAD
Recognizing the need for specialists in the South's greatest industry,
Clemson College early in its career
established a School of Textiles.
This school, now headed by Dean
H. H. Willis, is recgnized as one of
the leading institutions of its type
in the country and has graduated
many men now holding responsible
positions
in the industryThe
fame of the school has spread until
the present enrollment includes a
large number of out-of-state students, drawn to Clemson by the
school's enviable reputation and efficient employment service for graduates which has succeeded in placing an amazingly high percentage
of men despite the depression.
SPECIALIZED TRAINING
Courses are available
in
the
school which will fit a graduate for
any phase of the industry. Degrees
are given in textile engineering,
textile chemistry and dyeing, and
weaving and designing, but, in addition, the currculum is so arranged that graduates may equip them,
selves for careers as designers,
salesmen, research laboratory technicians, technical journalists, cost
and management experts, etc.
MANY EMPLOYED
Bearing testimony to the efficiency of the employment service
is the fact that the School of Textiles has always been the most successful of the college's departments
in the placing of men after graduation. Since the founding of the
school the number of graduates has
never been equal to the demand for
trained textile experts.
NATION'S LARGEST
The geographical location of the
college in the center of the textile
industry, along with the efficiency
of the officials of the institution,
has done much to promote
the
school of textles to its present position at the top of the- heap. Today
Clemson's School of Textiles is the
largest in the South and has the
largest full-time day enrollment of
any similar institution in the nation.
MODERN MACHINERY
The Textile
Building
which
houses all of the departments of
the school, is built along the lines
of an actual manufacturing plant
and the students produce an appreciable amount of finished goods in
the course of their training. The
equipment is the most modern
available, additions being made at
every significant change in design
and operation of mill machinery

Through the addition of new
courses
and the
revision
and
strengthening of old ones,
the
School of Chemistry at Clemson
has been able to keep pace with
the rapidly changing demands of
industry and research on the graduate chemist. Face with the job
of preparing students for work in
a constantly developing profession,
a profession in which established
theories are incessantly being discarded in favour of the new, Dr.
F. H. H. Calhoun, dean of the
School of Chemistry and Geology,
has done a remarkable job in keeping abreast of the times.
Today
his graduates are fully equipped to
take their places in industry in
competition with the graduates of
the
nation's
largest
technical
schools or to continue their studies
at a university in obtaining a higher degree and a job teaching.
FOUR YEAR COURSE
The School of Chemistry
and
Geology gives to the students of
evey school of the college the fundamentals of chemistry. A course
in elementary chemistry is required
work for every student, such a

IS OLDEST SCHOOL

OR. D. W. DANIEL
Dean of the School of General
Science

CHOOL OF GENERAL

Since Clemson College opened its
doors in 1893 it has been the center of South Carolina's scientific
agriculture. The growth of the
School of Agriculture, the principal
reason for the founding of the institution by Thomas
G.
Clemson,
statesman and pioneer in scientific
agriculture, has been paralleled by
the growth of the extension service

QPSFWPF IQ PflPIH AR'the state bureau whicl1 serves every
UUiLHUE. 10 rUrULftlV farmer in the state and is operated
in conjunction with the college's
Courses Are Required for Stu-i school of agriculture. The school
has grown and expanded until it
dents of Every School;
now
offers many special courses and
B. S. Degree is Offered
graduates yearly numerous trained
men who are specialists in many
PRE-MED COURSE
of the sciences growing out of agriculture. The twelve strictly agriculAlthough it offers only one detural courses offered in 189 3 have
gree, that of B. S. in General Scitoday grown into an even hundred
ence, the School of General Science
courses dealing with every importis one of the largest organizations of
ant phase of agricultural science
the college. The departments of
and practice.
the school include those of EngMANY DEGREES
i
lish, mathematics, physics, economThe present curriculum offers B.
ics, sociology, modern language,
and
religious
education.
The S. degrees in any one of several
B. S. degree offered is designed to special fields including agricultural
meet the needs of students desiring economics, agronomy, animal husgeneral training
in the sciences, bandry, dairying, horticulture, entoagricultural engineering,
those finding themselves unsuited mology,
for technical and vocational courses, and forestry- Several of the other
and those desiring preparatory train- departments, while not offering
courses leading to a B. S. degree,
ing for the professions.
offer special training in their reFRE-MEDICAL COURSE
For students preparing to stua> spective lines of work.
medicine, the faculty advises four
SPECIAL TRAINING
years undergraduate work. HowevIn the first two years of his coler, the school will award a degree lege career, the student of agriculto any student who completes three ture devotes himself to the natural
years of required work and later and physical
sciences,
taking
graduates from a medical college courses in practically every school.
approved by the American Medical The final half of his education is
Association. Before taking the pre- devoted to advanced and specializmedical course the student should ed training in the application of the
DR. F. H. H. CALHOUN
sciences to agricultural
Dean of the School of Chemistry consult the medical college he pro- natural
poses to attend and learn its specific practices and principles. It is the
and Geology
requirements.
pride of the school that graduates
course having been found necessary
B. S. DEGREE GIVEN
are equipped for living when they
for a complete and clear underTo meet the needs of students receive their degree as well as for
standing of many agricultural and preparing to enter a profession oth- making a living at farming or one
engineering problems.
The main erthan that of medicine, the col- of the technical branches of the
■function of the school is the offer- lege will award a B. S. degree to ! profession,
ing of a four year course leading to any student who, after completing '
a Bachelor of Science degree in three years of the required General [
chemistry.
Science course, is graduated from
EXCELLENT BUILDING
a professional school approved by
The
Chemistry
Building,
al- a committee made up of members
though one of the oldest on the of the faculty.
campus, has been remodeled several
ELECTIVE COURSES
times and the equipment is kept
In order to provide the student
up to date. The building is suffi- with as broad and comprehensive
ciently large to incorporate a num- training as possible, the school ofber of class-rooms as well as several fers a number of special elective
spacious laboratories, and in addi- courses.
Among these are: Contion houses several research labora- temporary
Economic
Problems,
tories of the extension service. The State and Local Government, The
mass of apparatus, covering every Family, Differential Equations, Busconceivable field
of
chemistry iness English, Contemporary Literahandled in the school's courses is ture, Drama, Chaucer, Shakespeare,
DEAN H. W BARRE.
carefully stored when not in use Selected Masterpieces, Modern PhyOf the School of Agriculture
sics, Astronomy, Mechanics and
and is in first class condition.
who is at present on a year's
Properties of Matter, Heat Sound
(Continued on page six)
leave of absence from the coland Light.
These courses are all
lege.
Prof. McGinty is acting
conducted
by
professors
who
have
The textile department is arranged
dean.
and equipped to handle textile work had special training in their respecfrom the raw cotton to the finished tive 'fields.
NEW COURSES
DANIEL IS DEAN
fancy materials. The building conThe personnel of the faculty of
The past year saw the installatains a specially equipped textile
laboratory in which advanced stu- the School of General Science is tion of a number of new courses in
composed of men of marked ability the school and an increased enrolldents of textile chemistry work.
The
and is headed by Dr. D. W. Daniel. ment among the freshmen.
MANY EXECUTIVES
general
brightening
of
the
future
All
have
obtained
degrees
from
colSome seventy-five percent of the
school's graduates now hold respon- leges and universities of recognized of the farmer, and the large numbei
sible positions in the industry. A- standards, and all have done exten- of trained agriculturalists now bein
the ing employed by the various bumong that number are many men sive post-graduate work
(Continued on page six)
(Continued
on
page
six)
working in an executive capacity
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COLLEGE HAS HIGHEST
MILITARYSTANDARDS
Regular Army Officers Advise
Organized R. O. T. C. Infantry Regiment Here
EXCELLENT RATING
The Clemson College Cadet Corps
la organized as a regiment of infantry, having three battalions of
Jour companys each, one headquarters company, a band and bugle
■corps.
These companys are composed of all regular students attending Clemson.
The various
military units are commanded by
.cadet officers throughout tire entire
^school year.
ROTO UNIT
The Reserved Officers Training
Corps unit at Clemson is the largest
ROTC infantry unit in the United
States. For the past fifteen years
the ROTC unit at Clemson has made;
the rating of excellent which is the
highest grade accorded to a college
military organization by the United
States Army.
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
At Clemson the duties of the
Commandant and the Professor of
Military Science and Tactics are
assumed by
two different men,
thus allowing each man to devote Ms entire time to his particular office. These offices are filled
by Colonel R. John West, U. S. A.
Retired, and Colonel T. S. Moorman, U. S. A., respectively.
THE COMMANDANT
The commandant has charge of
all cadet disciplinary measures, cadet housing facilities, and all other
activities pertaining to the daily
life of the corps.
He is assisted
by one regular army officer, Captain J. H. Hinwood, Captain J. D.
Harcombe, Mess Officer and barracks superintendent, three regular
army sergeants, Naramor, Wilkinson, and Kline, and also Sergeant
Harley West, U. S. A. Retired, as
clothing officer. These men feed,
clothe, and quarter the cadets as
-well as preserve order on the campus. All of these officers have
splendid army records and
were
chosen for their offices because of
their proven capabilities.
THE PMS&T
The Professor of Military Science
and Tactics has a staff of assistants
composed of five regular army officers detailed for reserve training
duty, and one regular army sergeant. Major L. D. Hutson, Captains Hinwood, Ramsey,
Dumas,
and Gammon, and Staff Sergeant
Gilbert E. Naramor, instruct classes
in Military Science
and Tactics.
This work is carried on under the
direct supervison of Colonel T. S.
Moorman who also takes an active part in the training program
by supervising drill and delivering
lectures to special groups of students.
PRACTICAL WORK INCLUDED
The ROTC training course at
Clemson provides or three hours of
^practical work a week,
including such activities as drill, parades,
•formal inspection, etc., as well as
-.class room work. College credit is
Srven for the technical work In
"-military training and upon graduation, if the student has fulfilled
the •physical and mental requirements of the anny and has put in
one summer's training at an R. O.
T. C. camip, he is awarded a commission as a second-lieutenant in
the Officers Reserve corps. During
the first two years of the R. O T. C.
draining, the cadets are given a
Ismail uniform allowance which is
■ deducted from their regular college payments.
During their last
two years of training they are paid
at the rate of twenty.five cents pet
day in addition to a clothing allowance.

FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
The following schedule for
the 1935 football season
has
been announced by officials of
the Athletic Association:
Sept. 21—P. C. at Clemson
Sept. 28—V. P. I. at Blacks,
burg, Va.
Oct. 5.—Wake Forest at Charlotte, N. C.
Oct. 12—Duke at Durham, N.
C.
Oct. 24—S. Carolina at Columbia
Nov. 2—Mercer at Augusta,

Gay
Nov. 9—Alabama at Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Nov. 16—Citadel at Charleston
Nov. 28—Furman at Greenville

YMCA IS CENTER OF
LOCALjTUDENT LIFE
Dances, Entertainment, Religious Services, Athletics,
Are Sponsored
Endeavoring to serve the religious, social and physical life of
the college community, the Clemson YMCA is the chief social gathering place and the center of voluntary religious activities.
CENTER OF ACTIVITY
The Clemson YMCA plays a very
important part in the daily -life of
the Clemson student.
Since it
houses the swimming pool, the motion picture, the pool tables, pingpong tables, a basketball court, social rooms, a spacious lobby, and
other features, many of the leisure hours of the cadets are spent
there. The building also contains
a barber shop, a cafe, and some
thirty rooms for regular boarders
and transients.
A union service is conducted in
the YMCA each Sunday evening,
attended by many of the cadets.
These programs are conducted by
visiting leaders and groups. Other
such religious groups as the class
councils, the morning and evening
watch groups, the deputation team,
and the Y« quartet are under the
sponsorship of the Y.
In order to aid the students in
their social activities, the YMCA
sponsors small dances in the social
rooms almost every Friday and
Saturday night during the school
year.
Girls from Anderson College, G. W. C, Anderson, Greenville, Seneca, and the surrounding
community attend these social gatherings.
An extensive program of intramural athletics is sponsored by
the YMCA under the able supervision of Freddie Kirchner. Such
sports as basketball, playground
baseball, soccer, volleyball, tennis,
and swimming and track meets,
are among those offered, thus allowing sport for every boy. Trophys and small rewards are offered, to create more interest.
CADET OFFICERS IN CHARGE
The discipline of the corps is
carried on principally by the cadet
officer under direct supervision of
the commandant's staff. No army
.officer Tesides in barracks, and aside from the weekly visit of inspection they leave the cadet officers entirely responsible for the
conduct of the corps.
HAS MILITARY FRAT
Clemson is the headquarters of
"K" Company of the 7th Regiment
of Scabbard and Blade,
national
honorary military organization. The
college also has crack platoons
picked from the freshman, sophomore, and junior classes which put
on exhibitions of fancy drill from
time to time during the school year.
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ATTRACTIVE COURSES
OFFERED STUDENTS IN
ENGINEERING SCHOOL

RECENT YEARS SHOW
NOTABLE PROGRESS IN
SCHOOL OFEDUCATION

(Continued from page five)

Much Practical Work Is Carried on by Advanced Students in High Schools

GRADS PLACED
The School of Education is the
most recent addition to the college
organization, but in the few years
since its establishment it has grown
into one of the most important.
Headed by Dean W. H. Washington,
the school has steadily increased its
scope of work until today it is offering vocational courses in Agricultural
Education,
Education
(Teaching of Science,) Industrial
Education, and Textile Industrial
Education.
The function of the
school is to give students who take
basic training in one of the other
schools, training in teaching which
will lead to a B. S. degree in Education and will enable them to step
directly from college into a teaching job in a high school.
PRACTICAL TRAINING
In connection with the theoretical work carried on in the classroom, practical work is made avail
able to students through arrange
ments made with high schools on
or near the campus. The students
actually teach during their
last
year in twelve communities near
Clemson,
and
itinerant
teacher
training is conducted in twenty-four
centers of agriculture and industry,
training which proves invaluable to
students who start work immediately after graduation.

FOUR DEGREES
The Agricultural Education department presents a four year study
of cross-sections of rural life and
an opportunity to study agriculture
from the stand-point of the student,
the teacher, the farmer, and the
business man. The purpose of the
Education (or High School Science)
division is to prepare men for the
teaching of such subjects as Biology
Chemistry, Physics,
Mathematics,
Social Sciences, etc. The Industrial
Education department trains men
to teach in high schools and evening trade schools. The four year
course contains practical training in
the major industries of the south
and training in the fundamentals
of a wide range of subjects. The
Textile Industries Education course
enables a graduate to step into a
position of responsibility and importance in schools located in textile communities.
SUCCESSFUL EMPLOYMENT
The fact that Clemson has sent
more male high school teachers
into South Carolina's schools than
any other state institution is ample
testimony to the success of a graduate of the Education School, and
to the success of the school itself.
Over ninety percent of the graduates have entered the teaching profession and every graduate with a
creditable record is offered a job.
During the past session several post
graduate students took training in
Agricultural
Education.
During
the current summer session there
were post graduate students in industrial education also. Every year
there have been more requests for
graduates than there have been men
available. A graduate with a good
record in the past has been assured
employment upon graduaton.
MANY SUMMER COURSES
In addition to the regular courses
conducted during the school year by
the school, a number of summer
courses at the college for graduate
teachers have recently been instituted. A large number of Agriculture
teachers attended thesis
sessions
where courses are offered emphasizing community problems, develop.

DEAN W. H. WASHINGTON
Of the School of Education

AGRICULTURAL SCHOOL
OFFERS OPPORTUNITIES
FOR VALUABLE TRAINING
(Continued from page five)
reaus of the federal government
are the explanations of this increase. An even larger enrollment
for the 1935-3 6 session is anticipated.
NEW CONCEPTION
The old general conception that
Clemson's Agricultural School fitted
students only for application of
scientific principals directly to the
farm itself has been done away with
in recent years. Today many students come from the larger cities
of the state to train themselves for
such work as teaching, experiment
station work, county agencies, extension service, club
leadership,
promotion and educational work
for fertilizer manufacturers, agricultural agents for railroads and
other transportation lines, agricultural agents or banks and insurance
companies, salesmen and promotion agents
for spray materials,
farm machinery manufacturers, and
commission firms. The field of agriculture has spread itself into many
related, though diverse,
channels
but the school has kept up and is
prepared to train men for every
conceivable type of work based on
scientific agriculture and its application.
LARGE FACULTY
The personnel of the faculty of
the school is made up of men who
are well versed in the practical as
well as the theoretical side of their
profession. All are especially trained in the courses they teach and
supervise and are as much at home
with the practical field work as they
are in the class room.
NEW FIELD
Although tremendous
progress
has been made in the past few decades, the field of scientific agriculture is still comparatively new one,
and due to constant research and
revision of old established methods,
the profession is steadily growing.
There is no more promising career for the earnest student.
The day of mass system in American colleges and universities where
cities in this country are now attempting to reproduce under American conditions and in accordance
with American civilization and tradition much of what is obtained at
English universities of Oxford and
Cambridge.
ments in the educational program,
and other phases of the profession.
The faculty of the school is assisted
during these special sessions by experts from the United States Department of Agriculture, the South
Carolina Forestry Commission, and
the college's School of Agriculture.

ledge of the mechanics peculiar to
the student's chosen profession.
In addition to the courses leading to a B. iS. degree, the school
offers several courses designed to
prepare the students for a highly
specialized field of engineering. The
Department of Mechanical
Engineering sponsors
courses
which
form an excellent background for
special training in aeronautics. In
addition classes in aeronautics are
offered as elective courses by the
school. The Department of Electrical Engineering gives an optional
course in Radio incompassing a
study of vacuum tubes and their
application. This course also gives
a detailed study of the construction
and repair of various
types
of
radios which is supplemented by a
study of the photo-electric cell and
its rapidly increasing uses.
The studies of an engineering
student are not entirely occupied
with engineering, although the majority of his work is carried on in
his particular school. The students
of Civil Engineering receive courses
in City Planning, Bacteriology, and
other subjects which, although designed as a material aid to his
profession, enable him to make
a real contribution to the well-fare
of his community.
The cultural
courses offered by the other schools
of the college are open to the engineer as electives should he choose
to broaden his general knowledge.
In his own school, the Department
of Architecture offers a number of
purely cultural courses such as The
History of Art and Art Appreciation.

CHEMICAL SCHOOL IS
HEADED BY CALHOUN
(Continued from page five)
The entire chemical industry, although hard hit as every other profession and business, has showea
a quick recovery in the last years
of the depression and the employment service of the college has been
able to place a large number of its
graduates. The many government
projects are calling into service an
unusual number of trained men and
the future of a graduate chemist
is brighter than it has been for
many years. In a recent interview
Dr. Calhoun said:
"We can find jobs for good chemists even in bad times, but we can
not find jobs for bad chemists even
in good times. There is no royai
road to learning. No institution
can educate a man unless he himself is good raw material.
You
can no more force education on an
unresponsive boy than you can lead
a horse to water and make him
drink. The faculty of the School
of Chemistry and Geology desires
quality and not
quantity.
Boys
who are really interested in the
subject and who are able to assimilate an education are preferred.
For such men chemistry holds not
only a chance for an interesting
life's work, but an opportunity for
scientific advancement and pecuniary reward."

SCHOOL OF GENERAL
SCIENCE IS POPULAR
(Continued from page five)
leading universities of the country.
Nine of the staff possess the Ph. D.
degree, nine have the M. A. degree
and all the others have the Bachelor's degree.
The departments of the school
are housed in the administration
building and are all well-equipped
to meet the needs of class-room
work. The Physics Department,
located in the basement, is especially well equipped, the laboratories
containing much modern apparatus.
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BENGAL TEAMS WIN
MANY STATE TITLES
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'35 FOOTBALL HOPES

SPORTS

MTHEPRfcSIBOX

SHERMAN WRITES OF
1935 FOOTBALL STARS

HIGH AS FALL NEARS

Coach

GRADUATING MEN
GET JOBS; VARIOUS
POSITIONS ARE HELD
(Continued from page two)

(Continued from page one)

As in 1934, the Purple and Gold Tiger football team will
begin the '35 season with equally as great strength and as the
unquestionable favorite for the state crown the second consecutive year. Last fall saw the Clemson team breeze into their
stiff nine-game schedule with apparently little strength against
P. C. in the opening encounter but from then on until the final
contest against Furman on Thanksgiving Day the true Tiger
Spirit was prevalent. The Tigers won from Presbyterian,
South Carolina, N. C. State, Mercer, and Furman and dropped
contests only to Georgia Tech, Kentucky, Duke, and Alabama.
This year V. P. I., Wake Forest, and Citadel have been substituted for N. C. State, Kentucky, and Tech. Eight excellent
gridsters were graduated last year but eleven or more freshmen step up to take their places with seven dependable reserves and practically two full teams of experienced boys.
BASKETBAI/L

Basketball was the second state crown to be annexed last
year by the Yellow Peril with a great triumph over the U. of
;S. C. Gamecocks and fourteen other victories out of seventeen
scheduled games. Again excellent men were lost but Coach
Joe Davis too has quite a few returning candidates who are
well capable of filling the empty shoes of men like Dillard,
.Swails, Woodward, Dobson, and Spearman.
RING CHAMPS

Then came boxing with Bob Jones guiding his pugilists to
victories over the University of Georgia in two meets and a
win from Carolina. The Bengals tied things up with 4-4 ties
In their matches with Duke and P. C. As the Blue Stockings
had only managed to tie Carolina, the state championship was
awarded to Clemson. Williams, Dawson, Lofton, Griner, Altman, Kissam, and Henley were the big guns during the ring
season, and only Lofton, Altman, and Griner will be missing,
from the ranks next winter.
TIGER SWIMMERS

The water athletes had as good a season as any of the
other teams and showed up brilliantly in all of their contests,
easily walking away with the state meet and setting five new
records. Durban and Bacot, both sophomores, were undoubtedly the lights in the dashes all season and Captain Allison
was excellent in the 440 and 220 stretches. McHugh had the
backstroke down in fine style and Fletcher and Thackston
were the board artists. Allison and Thackston were graduated
last year.
WIN TRACK CROWN

Coach Howard worked hard with his tracksters and really turned out a superb crew that had little or no trouble in
sweeping everything in the state aside, setting two new
records in the Palmetto meet and piling up more points than
any other team on record ever did. The cindermen went to
the conference meet and placed fourth behind such brilliant
teams as were entered by North Carolina, Duke, and Maryland. Green proved himself to be an outstanding man in both
the mile and the half mile, and Bob Carter and Blackwell
stood out in the hurdles and javelin respectively. The team
will not see a great change next year except in the loss of McMahan, high jumper par-excellence, Capt. Blackwell, Ford,
Robinson, Altman, and Dillard.
DIAMOND STARS VICTORIOUS

The baseball crown was the sixth and last to be taken by
the Royal Bengals during the 34-35 season, winning by virtue
of Newberry's victory over Carolina, thus throwing the Gamecocks out at the last minute. Swails and Croxton did practically all of the mound work but received unreproachable
backing at all times by the other boys. Lee, sophomore catcher, ended the season with a fine batting average, but Hinson
and Troutman were good with the stick as well. Only a few
of the diamond stars were lost and Coach Neely will not have
a very hard job in rounding out a team for next season.
TENNIS—GOLF

The tennis team also had a most successful season, being
able to boast of the state champion doubles team of Horton
and Woodward, but unfortunately the netmen barely lost out
to Carolina. Horton put up a fine fight to retain his singles
title, but Dibble of Citadel wrested it from him in the final
match of the state tournament which was played at Clemson.
The golfers lacked the needed encouragement and strength,
but played several good matches with both state and out-ofstate schools.
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ball. And while taking these defeats, Clemson realized something
that should help Clemson teams
more than any one thing of the
past decade—that
the grade
of
football played by the
so-called
"big boys" is not so far above that
of the "little fellows" and that
Clemson victories on foreign fields
are by no means the impossibility
that they have seemed for lo these
many years.
And now, with the summer slipping away and September
2nd.
creeping closer, comes the time for
the 1935 "Football Outlook" as the
Editor calls it.
If four months
later the 1935 result does not happen to agree with the outlook, we
hereby ask permission to blame it
on the heat.
There is very little difference in
the strength of the schedule. Some
of the names appearing this year
may not sound as tough as those
of last year, but the strength of the
teams will probably be about the
same. V. P. I. has replaced Georgia Tech, Wake Forest will he met
instead of Kentucky and the Citadel is substituting for N. C. State.
For the first time in the proverbial blue moon, it looks as though
the Tiger backs will have a first
class forward wall to run behind
and Jess Neely will have more experienced material with which to
work.
Led by Captain Harry
Shore, there will be 17 lettermen,
seven reserves of last year and a
dozen or so sophomores on and foi
the initial practice.
From this distance, the Tigers
flanks will
apparently
be
well
guarded during the 193 5 season.
Roddy Kissam, Don Shuford, and
Sam McConnell are the returning
veterans.
Tom
McConnell, last
year's reserve, Ralph Clary, Jess
Pritchett, and Grady Holman, sophmores, should push the lettermen
for their positions.
At tackle, Jess Neely will have
three outstanding lettermen who
are expected to attract Southernwide attention
this year.
Tom
Brown, a big, powerful 205 pounder, was one of the South's greatest
linesmen last year and promises to
place his name high among the na_
tions's tackles during the coming
season.
Last year Brown walked
off with All-State honors and was
highly recommended for an
AllSouthern berth. Manuel Black and
Cliff Henley, both six foot three
inch 200-pounders, have also had
quite a bit of experience and should
add power, strength, and speed to
the Clemson line. Black and Brown
teamed up last year to take the
All-State tackle positions. Kermit
Windham and Fred Wiyse are the
outstanding sophomore tackle candidates.
At the guard position will be
four lettermen, two reserves and
one up and coming sophomore. Harry Shore, the
man-of-all-positions
from Savannah, will very probably
be back at guard, although it
wouldn't be at all surprising to find
him in the center of the line or in
the backfleld.
Defensively, Shore
will probably be in his regular role
as line-backer, performng with the
same excellence that brought him
wide praise a year ago. Clarence
Inabinet, Lawrence Buscner and
Bill Croxton 200-pound lettermen,
will add speed and power at guards.
Bill Bryant and Henry Segars, reserves, and Oliver Payne, sophomore,
will give Neely capable
replacements in this department.

Coach Jess Neely, mentor of
the Tiger grid team who feels
confident that his lads will
make an excellent showing in
the 1935 set-up, although a
tough schedule has been arranged. Neely has been head
coach since Josh Cody left
Clemson.

At center, the Tigers will have a
veteran of two seasons, a reserve
and a promising sophomore.
Al
Yarborough, regular center of the
past two years, will be back to
offer his reliable passes offensively
and general defensive
excellence.
Harold Lewis and Bob Heyward,
reserve and sophomore respectively,
will likely see much service at the
pivot post.
The backfleld for the coming season gives every indication of being
a more experienced, harder driving,
faster and
brainier
unit than
Clemson has known for several
seasons. Paced by that always dependable and brilliant ball carrier,
Randy Hinson, the Bengal ground
gainers should attract no little attention this fall.
Tate
Horton and
Joe
Berry,
Clemson's two experienced triplethreaters, are fully capable of upholding their end of the running
attack as well as being well versed
in the arts of punting and passing.
Mac Folger and
Hob Lee,
two
speedy and powerful fullbacks who
have won their spurs in the past,
should be the battering rams of
the Bengals ground attack as well
as excellent defensive men against
enemy infantry and aeronautics.
John Troutman,
an especially
fast and powerful 200 pounder who
has won his letter for the last two
years at tackle, was shifted into
the backfleld during spring practice and will very probably be seen
there this fall. One of the team's
best defensve men and a capable
blocker, Troutman may be used as
a blocking back throughout the
coming year.
Sam Page, Bill Wiles, Alex Reynolds, and Prentice McCoy are last
year's freshman backs who are expected to slip into varsity uniforms
during the 1935 season.
Coach Neely and his staff of assistants are counting a great deal
on the senior members of
this
year's team to bring the Tigers
through. The squad as a whole is
much more experienced than any of
the past several years and is more
firmly grounded in more departments of the game. A great deal

and is located in Laurens.
L. J. Carter is teaching agriculture in Turheville.
J. R. Thode will teach textiles
in Walhalla.
P. L. Tobey is working for the
Eastman Kodak Company of Rochester, N. Y.
H. A. Webb is with the General
Dyestuff Corporation in Charlotte,
N. C.
W. E. Allison is operating a dairy
farm near Columbia.
J. A. Ferguson has secured work
as Assistant Engineer in a mill in
Canton, N. C.
B. G. Price, Jr., is engaged in
Telephone Engineering
work
in
Abbeville.
F. A. Jeffries will teach Industrial Education in Irmo.
J. A. Kinard has accepted work
teaching Agriculture in Loris.
W. L. Triplett, Jr. has been employed by a Finishing Company in;
Salisbury, N. C.
M. C. Cottingham and C. A.
Parkins are engaged in textile work
in Greenville.
C. H. Hollis has secured work
as a Plant Pathologist and is located in Florence.
J. W. Winn will teach Industrial
Education in Savannah.
W. W. Webb is engaged in textile work in Horsecreek
Valley
(near Aiken).
Duke Richardson will teach agriculture in Conway.
J. E. Powell is employed by the
Callaway Mill in LaGrange, Ga.
R. M. McCrary is with the Gossett Mill in Anderson.
C. S. Bryce is in business in
Florence.
P. E'. Bowie, Jr. and J. D. Sanders have secured work with the
Mooresville Cotton Mill in Mooresville, N. C.
L. D. Suggs is in Loris and is
engaged in truck farming.
S. D. Smart has secured work in
the Cannon Mills located at Kannapolis, N. C.
T. S. Strange is working with
the Dairy Department at Clemson
College.
H. B. Kirkegard has secured a
position as Chemist with the General Chemical Company.
H. H. Acker is a cadet at Randolph Field, U. S. Air Corps.
J. E. Fagan is to teach Agriculture at Chapin.
of work was accomplished during
spring practice and Clemson may
come out this season with the most
versatile attack of recent years.
There is little doubt that the forward wall will be stronger, faster,
more powerful and more efficient.
The backs, with more assistance
from the advanced guard and having considerably improved them_
selves since the last campaign, may
be pretty hard to handle. The Bengals this year are expected to show
a little more drive and power in
their running attacks, more efficiency in the air, a capable kicking
department and a hard hitting defense that should be fairly tough
to penetrate.
Understand that we do not predict the Neely gridiron machine of
1935 to be a flawless piece of workmanship, nor do we desire to leave
the impression that Duke, V. P. I.
Alabama, South Carolina and Furman will be taken in stride, but
we do believe that after those
games are written into history, each
foe of the Tiger will realize that
there has. been a football
game
somewhere in the vicinity.

BIGHT
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COMMANDANT'S OFFICE ANNOUNCES CADET
MILITARY APPOINTMENTS FOR NEXT YEAR
(Continued from page one)
Wallace, W. H. (S-3)
Gurley, O. L.
Horton, B. T.
Kinard, J. D. (S-2)
McCarter, E. H. (S-l)
McGregor, W. C. (Band)
Mikell, J. J.
Misdom, H. E.
O'Kelly, G. R.
Orr, S. M.
Roach, T. B. (Assistant S-l)
Ruffm, C. L.
Tribble, F. V. (.S-4)
Thomas, W. M.
Yarborough, W. B.
To be first lieutenants, company
executives:
Compton, J. B.
Copeland, W. E.
Cousar, H. M.
, Dean, S. C.
Geer, J. R.
Green, H. A.
Hair, H. B.
Littlejohn, S. M.
Langford, M. H.
Lyons, R. A.
M\cMaster, E. A.
Miley, J. E.
Otey, P. K.
Page, T>. D.
To be first lieutenants:
Bass, J. S.
Barron, F. E.
Branch, J. S.
Bryan, J. P.
Cassidy, J. F.
Cheatam, B. F.
.4>t'
Dawson, J. H.
Davis, J. I.
Davis, J. R.
Dickinson, J. H.
Foreshaw, T.
Gambill, L. A
Hinson, C. R.
Huff, P. D.
Hutto, F. E.
Jenkins, F. L.
KiBghorn, A. M.
•Mahon, J. M.
Rhinehardt, W. A.
Richardson, H. B.
Shelley, D. A.
Shirley, J. H.
Simons, R. L.
Snipes, T. F.
Sturgis, D. C.
Todd, A. W.
Troutman, J. C.
Wilburn, J. M.
To be first lieutenants, battalion
adjutants:
Farley, W. D.
George, A. M.
To be second lieutenantsGlymph, E. M.
Harris, J. N.
Henley, C. M.
Henry, D. H.
King, S. T.
Malone, H. B.
Perez, S. V.
Robinson, C. N.
Rice, C. W.
Simpson, J. L.
Sweeting, R. C.
Taylor, S. P.
Wall, .7. W.
The following appointments
among the non-commissioned officers
are official.
To be master sergeants:
Dunlap, J. F. (Regimental Sgt.
Maj.)
Speer, W. A. (Regimental Supp.
Sgt.)
To be staff sergeants:
Epps, W. M.
(Battalion
Sgt.
Maj.)
Lawton, W. A (Battalion Sgt.
Maj.)
Garrett, J. s. (Battalion iSgt.
Maj.)
McClure, W. T. (Color Sgt.)
Shell, V. M. (Color Sgt.)
To be first Sergeants
Browning, C. O.
Carter, R. A.
Folk, W.
Heikkila, E. C.

Hickey, W. E.
Lewis, W. K.
Martin, T. I.
Moorhead, J. J.
O'Cain, R. K.
Prestwood, J. G.
Reames, J. T
Sander, H. F
Shuford, M. I.
White, G. G.
To be Supply Sergeants:
Beam, M. J.
Brooks, J. C.
Cochran, H. E.
Craig, H. J.
Gray, C. A.
Law, H. L.
Leitner, H. D.
Lemon, R
Lewis, H. D.
Muldrow, J. E.
Ponder, J. E.
Rogers, G. F.
Segars, H. K.
Smyth, H. M.
Ward, B. P.
To be Sergeants:
Asbill, E. L. (D &BC)
As'hmore, H. S.
Avinger, A. N. (Band)
Baeot, H. P.
Ballard, W. H.
Bertram, W. H.
Buckner, P. M.
Burgess, L. H.
Cain, B. D.
Campbell, R. S.
Cannon, J. H.
Connor, C. G.
Courie, A. G. (D&BC)
Cox, J. L.
„ .
Dacus, E. E.
Davis, J.
Dunlop, W. K.
Edwards, L. A.
,
English, W. R.
Eskridge, J. L
Farr, D. L.
(
Federline, J. R.
Finley, F. F.
Forbes, W. B.
Geisherg, W. L.
Giles, E. S.
Girardeau, J. H.
Gordon, W. M.
Green, J. H.
Hamrick, G. A.
Hankinsou, W. O.
Hastings, H. S.
Hayes, E. D.
Henderson, A. F.
Hendricks, J. R.
Hilton, R. E.
Holcombe, J. H.
Huchtings, J. F.
Hunter, J. S.
Jackson, N. M.
Jenkins, R. W.
Jeter, J. M.
Jones. J. C.
Jones, J. W.
LaGrone, A. W.
Laney, K. S.
Lanham, B. T.
LeMaster, H. W.
Leonard, O. W.
LeRoy, R. E.
Lewis, J. W.
McCleskey, S. L.
McKinny, W. B. (Hq. Co.)
McNamara, T. F.
McPeters, A. P.
McSwain, J. W.
Maness, R. C.
Mann, J. T.
Massingale, H. E.
Meadors, J. H.
Melton, C. L. (Band)
Nichols, G. M.
Patterson, F. D.
Price, D. G.
Rhoden, J. T.
Rickards, T. M.
Roberts, H. E.
Ryan, E. L.
Shuler, E. L.
Simpson, W. M.
Snyder, A.
Strohecker, H. O.
Swearingen, C. R.
Taylor, G. M.
Travers, H. C.
Warren, G. C.

CLEMSON,

Watkins, D. W.
Watkins, T. G. (Hq. Co.)
Wearn, R. B. (Band)
Wfelch, E. S.
Wever, L. R.
Windell, J. R.
To be Corporals:
Abererombie, P. RAdams, J. W.
Aichele, F. J.
All, F. E.
Ambrose, J. R.
Anderson, J. W.
Arnold, P. R. (Hq. Co.)
Bagnal, F. W.
Bell, F. L.
Bessinger, F. B.
Bethea, P. W.
Boatwright, L. T.
Bobo, F. E.
Bolt, J. W.
Booth, W. C.
Boozer, H. W.
Boselli, T. J.
Bowers, S. B.
Brewster, J. S.
Buckheister, W. M.
Butler, A. E.
Camp, C. H.
Campbell, F. S.
Chapman, J. K.
Caastain, D. R.
Cheves, W. R.
Clayton, D. B.
Clemmons, J. R.
Collings, G. H. (Hq. Co.)
Courtney, M. I.
Cox, T. H.
Crenshaw, W. J.
Crouch, A. C. (Hd. Co.)
Culpepper, J. M.
Cunningham, W* C.
DeLoach, L. A.
Denny, R. Maynard,
Denny, R. Milton
DesChamps, W G.
Disher, J. H.
Dukes, W. W.
Dunn, W. E.
DuPre, W. M.
Dwight, K. B.
Earle, S. W. (Hd. Co.)
Earnhardt. M. E.
Fairy, J. K.
Farmer, R. J.
Ferguson, S. A.
Finklea, L. B.
'Fletcher, A. G.
Folger, A. G.
Fuller, E. H.
Gandy, J. E.
Gantt, J. M.
Gasque, H. W.
Gibson, C. F.
Giles, T. R.
Green, H. C.
Gregorie, W. D.
Hall, T. E.
Hanna, T. R.
Harris, F. V.
Harrison, J. R.
Harry, W. B.
Hester, J. J.
Heyward, R. C.
Hills, W. A.
Hodges, G. H.
Hoffman, J. C.
Hoffman, S. O.
Hollis, J. T. (Hq. Co.)
Hudgin, D. E.
Huff, J. R.
Jackson, R. V.
Jameson, J. H.
Johnstone, W. A.
Jordon, B. S.
Kee, J. M.
Kitchens, E. L.
Lachicotte, W. S.
Lane, M.
Legare, T. C.
Lever, J. H.
Loyless, E. M.
Lytton, C. B.
McCarley, G. H.
McCrary, R. R.
McKeown, C. M.
MacLauchlin, W. T.
Mahaffey, C. B.
Marshall, J. D.
Martin, R. W.
Massey, J. T.
Mayne, C.
Miller, B.
Mitchell, H.
Mitchell, W. A. (Hq. Co.)
Morgan, J. W.
Mouchet, W. R.
Murray, R. M.
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DAVIDSON'S STATUE OF THOMAS CLEMSON
NEARS COMPLETION; IS NOTABLE WORK
Nickles, J. B.
Norris, R. R.
Norton, W. B.
Oliver, J. H.
Oglesby, A.
Olson, E. S.
Parker, J. P.
Parker, J. W.
Paulsen, G. C.
Payne, W. J.
Peabody, P. B.
Peden, T. E.
Pinson, J. B.
Poole, Y. E.
Powell, J. B.
Quinn, J. A.
Rawl, W. L.
Ray, E. C.
Reams, J. F.
Reynolds, R. J.
Reynolds, R. M.
Richardson, Draytford
Richardson, T. E.
Riddle, E. S.
Riddle, J. H.
Risher, H. B.
Robinson, R. William
Rogers, H. C.
Ruff, W. H.
Sanders, A. L.
Sanders, A. S.
Saverance, C. R.
Schirmer, C. C.
Searson, C. B.
Settle, J. L.
Shanklin, E. H.
Shell, J. C.
Shelley, J. C.
Skardon, B. N.
Smith, E. H.
Spears, R. C.
Stackhouse, J. W.
Stafford, T. I.
Stalvey, A. E.
Stanley, T. E.
Stokely, D. R.
Stokes, H. G.
Stone, David B.
Sweat, C. H.
-Switzer, P. K.
Terrell, L. E.
Thigpen, J. A.
Thomas, A. C.
Thompson, S. N.
Todd, W. P.
Trakas, P. A.
Tupper, J. L.
Valentine, W. S.
Vaughan, C. R.
Verner, A. C.
Vickory, K. N.
Walker, D. O.
Waters, A. R.
Way, W. A.
White, H. M.
Wilkinson, J. C.
Witherspoon, R. G.
Workman, H. D.
Wiray, C. V.
3. Upon the recommendation ot
the Professor of Military Science
and Tactics and by direction of
the President, Cadet C. C. Frye, is
hereby appointed to the grade of
Warrant Officer in the Band and
will be Band Director for the session 1935.1936.
By order of the COMMANDANT
JOS. H. HINWOOD,
Captain, Infantry,
Adjutant.
DISTRIBUTION:
General to Corps.
I have often meditated upon
which I have called "the irrelevance
of the obvious."—Dr. W. G. Swann.
God has placed play in the curriculum of childhood as a required
subject and not an elective.—Dean
Stone of W^st Virginia University.
I have never seen anything since
1918 that was worth the sacrifice
of the war dead.—J. B. Priestley.

(Continued from page one)
year. No date, even an appropriate one, can be set for the
final setting up and unveiling
of the statue.
The large and impressive
figure is exceedingly well executed. Davidson has succeeded
in endowing his work with an
exceptional dignity as well as
a strong feeling of life and activity, even in a position of repose.
Through the exaggeration of certain portions of the
figure, especially the hands
which are clasped in the lap,
the sculptor has infused a large
measure of the dynamic energy
which characterized the life of
the founder into the monument to his memory.
Although no definite decision has been reached concerning the placing of the finished
statue, the general opinion is
that it will be erected in the
plot of grass before the college library. The fact that the
figure is seated, and not, as
was originally planned, standing, will have much to do with
influencing the final selecton
of the place for erection. The
base will be designed so as to
blend harmoniously with the
architecture of the library.
Much credit is due Mr.
Davidson for his efforts in the
creation of the statue. Beginning work on his preliminary
sketches and scale models las*
October, he has worked steadily on the monument for nearly a year and in all probability will spend the next six
months in the execution of the
bronze plates for the
base.
With only two rather faded
photographs and a portrait to
work from, he has succeeded,
not only in creating an excellent likeness, but in executing
a creditable work of art.

PROSPECTS BRIGHTER
FOR NEW BUILDINGS
(Continued from page one)
tion is promised for early fall.
PLAN-DRAWN
Tentative plans for the new buildings have been drawn and forwarded to Washington for consideration.
Plans are to have the Agricultural
Building large enough to house th*
activities of the School of Agriculture, Extension Service, and Research Department which are at
present scattered through all the
college buildings. The proposed bar_
racks will be a modern, fire-proof
structure of 200 rooms, built in
four sections of fifty rooms each
and modeled after the most modern
of college dormitories.
LOCATION INDEFINITE
The location of the barracks and
Agricultural Hall have not heen
definitely decided upon but it is
probable that the barracks will be
erected in the area to the rear of
the present Textile Building and the
Ag Building will be placed in the
vicinity of the college library and
the Dairy Building.
OFFICIALS CHEERFUL
Although no definite date can be
set for the beginning of the work,
college officials are cheerful over
prospects and express the hope that
actual construction can begin as
soon as financial details are ironed
out.

Instead of talking of survival
One can ask for our life but not of the fittest, let us make all hufor our silence.—Pope Pius XI.
mans fit to survive.—Rabbi I. Brill.
You can't eat your cake and have
Diplomacy is easy on the hrain
but hell on the feet.—A. G. Dawes. "It".—Billie Burke.

